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          WebViewer Version: 8.8.0

I am attempting to remove the divider between the leftPanelButton and the viewControlsButton in the header, but there is no dataElement property to reference, just a class.  I’ve tried removing it based on class from the DOM with no luck.

How do I get rid of it?  If I replace the entire header I need to figure out what the existing code is for the remaining content I want to keep, which seems laborious and risks breaking functionality.
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Creating user-defined bookmarks in WebViewer - Quick Bookmarking
	Custom Modals in WebViewer UI
	Customizing Viewer Toolbar / Header
	Editing PDF form fields - Relevant APIs and events - disableElements

APIs:	GetInstance( [element])
	WebViewerInstance - new WebViewerInstance()
	UI. Header - headerObjects

Forums:	Instance.UI.updateElement not updating “hidden” property
	Cant get WebViewer header insertBefore and insertAfter to work
	Scale Group - Ungroup not working , same time working other annot
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          Hello,

Thank you for contacting WebViewer Support.  For the header you will have to modify the array in the “header” object. You can see this guide for more information

You’ll want to do something like

  instance.UI.setHeaderItems(function(header) {
    // this depends on the version of WebViewer. You'll want to remove the "divider" object
    // the "divider" should be at position 1 in version 8.8
    header.headers.default.splice(1,1);
  });


Please let me know if the above helps or if you want me to clarify anything

Best Regards,

Andrew Yip

Software Developer

PDFTron Systems, Inc.

www.pdftron.com
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instance.UI.setHeaderItems(function(header) {
    // this depends on the version of WebViewer. You'll want to remove the "divider" object
    // the "divider" should be at position 1 in version 8.8
    header.headers.default.splice(1,1);
  });





That works great, thank you!
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